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Cooling Tower
Platform
By: Heidi Randall
Horner Fan designed, fabricated

Cross Country Service

by: Rich Streitmarter

and installed a stairway and

Cincinnati recently acquired a new customer

for evaluation.

platform system complete with a

all the way from the west coast that comes

Randy deserves a lot of credit and many

crane jib at a chain manufacturer,

with an amusing story. Several months ago,

thanks for this development and a pat on the

in Indianapolis.

Randy Isley landed an opportunity for us to

back goes out to all of the repair techs in the

The installation was extremely

start repairing cylinders for a waste recycling

Cincinnati shop for a job well done.

company in Indianapolis. They have been

I would also like to suggest that Randy and

happy with our work and they’ve had very

I visit the recycling plant, Long Beach facility

positive comments about the Failure Analysis

for a week or two to see if there are any other

to the installation site. Everyone

Reports they receive.

opportunities there for us. (strictly business of

did a great job and most impor-

About two months ago, one of our contacts at

course, HaHa!)

tantly, the customer is very

the waste recycling plant was transferred to

Good Job Everybody!!

pleased.

their facility in Long Beach, California. Soon

challenging due to limited access
to the area. There were buildings, a covered walkway and
power lines all in close proximity

after, we received a phone call from him and
he explained that the hydraulic repair shops
in his area mainly provide cylinder re-seals
and not complete rebuilds as we offer. Those
shops also did not furnish detailed Failure
Analysis Reports. For those reasons he asked
if he could ship his cylinders to our Cincinnati
shop for repair. These are custom built cylinders that were made in Germany. The cylinders have several unusual special features
and we have successfully rebuilt two of them
in the past and have now received two more

Hit The Lights (Not The Brakes)
A New Team
Member
by: Terry Thorne
The

Louisville

recently

branch

added

Joe

Dupont to their team as a
Mechanical Field Service
Technician. Joe spent over
30 years maintaining the
Chevrolet Corvette plant at
Bowling Green, Kentucky
and is well-versed in diagnosing and repairing a variety of mechanically based
issues.
He also worked as a maintenance supervisor for the
US Pipe company who formally had an operation in
Louisville but recently shut
that down and moved the
operation to Indianapolis.
Joe is a welcome addition to the Louisville Team
and is ready to provide
outstanding service to our
customers
Indiana,

in

southern

Kentucky,

When it comes to painting, you

ate the proper lighting scheme or

to increase the light output and

want to make sure you do a good

enough overall light, and utilized

help streamline the processes.

job the first time. It’s critical to deter-

traditional T8 fixtures. These fac-

Almost a year after the project was

mine that any and all areas are

tors resulted in a multitude of unde-

finished, we’re still receiving rave

evenly covered, any imperfections

tected defects passing through this

reviews from the customer:

are caught before you start, and

station, only to be discovered in

They’re noticing defects in their

that all your materials are prepped

later phases of the painting pro-

booths quicker and easier.

and ready to go. Painting can really

cess. This causes financial and

Time is being saved in subsequent

be a hassle, and nobody wants to

time-management nightmares.

processes due to catching issues

do touchup work. Especially when

Horner Lighting’s Sales Manager

in our their newly-lit areas.

you’re painting hundreds of brand

Matt Mueller worked with Karl

The customer is looking to have

new cars every day!

Hoppe (Horner Industrial Ohio),

Horner Lighting create lighting

Horner Lighting is known for indus-

Karl had a friend who knew an

systems for their other inspection

trial high-bay, outdoor, and special-

automotive manufacturer looking

areas as well.

ty task lighting. The most exciting

to improve the lighting in an inspec-

This inspection lighting application

venture, however, is in the area of

tion area. Karl and Matt made an

perfectly highlights how our team

automotive inspection lighting. Our

appointment. Once the meeting

saw an opportunity, utilized our

linear remote phosphor fixtures are

was set, they saw our fixtures and

experience and strong products,

perfectly suited for each of the four

as they say the rest was history!

coupled with engineering to design

stages of inspection in automo-

The entire project, from start to

an effective plan, and put it all

tive painting: sheet metal, primer,

finish, took Horner Lighting about 8

seamlessly into action – saving

paint, and clear coat.

months to identify problem areas,

the customer time, money, and a

For example, look at the before

create design layouts, install the

hassle free installation.

and after photos of an application

systems, and finalize budgeting/

for a prime coat inspection lighting

scheduling requests.

installation. Their previous setup

We utilized our 4’ and 8’ remote

(consisting of two separate booths)

phosphor linear fixtures, paired with

was about 15 years old, didn’t cre-

controls from Horner Automation,

and

southern Ohio.
If you get the opportunity
to meet Joe take a moment
to introduce yourself and to
welcome him to the Horner
family.

Before

After
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Drive Safely!
by: Amy Fletcher
Each day in the United States,

Technology and Farming In Fort Wayne

over 8 people are killed and

by: Troy Elder

1,161 injured in crashes that are
reported to involve a distracted

The Fort Wayne branch was

designed to run at 50HZ. We

in the shop so all he had to do

driver. Distracted driving is driving

contacted by a local Hops

did not feel the machine would

was to wire them up. We made

while doing another activity that

farmer, who wanted to replace

take the increase in speed

adjustment to the drives, so

takes your full attention away from

European manufactured Metric

associated with moving from

they would output 220 Volts at

driving.

Motors, with motors that would

50HZ to 60HZ motors.

50 Hz to match the motor and

All distractions endanger the

work on his 230 Volt 3 phase

fan motors would see much

machine requirements.

power. The machine was used

more load at 60 HZ, and would

We did what we do best, which

safety. In 2014, 3,179 people

to process Hops.

require larger motors creating

is selling solutions, not just

were killed, and 431,000 were

motors were 50 HZ, 220 volts.

shaft and mounting issues.

products.

There were several standard

What was our solution?

metric frame motors, but there

Variable Frequency Drives of

To help stay out of harm’s way,

was one special brake motor,

course. He was able to keep

here are a few safety tips to follow

and a special Chopper Motor.

all his existing motors.

The Chopper Motor was run-

customer was going to have

•Do not tailgate. Be patient.

ning what looked like a very

to purchase starters for the

Maintain proper space with the

large blender blade.

motors anyway, so why not

vehicle in front of you. According

The main challenge to solv-

provide AC drives?

ing the customers’ issue was

Since the customer knew noth-

cle hit is the one in front of them,

that

compo-

ing about AC drive programing,

due to tailgating. Remeber the

nents, including two fans, were

we pre-programed the drives

bigger the rig the longer it takes to

the

machine

All of the

The

driver, passenger, and bystander’s

injured in motor vehicle crashes

AC

involving distracted drivers.

The

when driving:

to studies, the most common vehi-

brake and stop.

Our New Faces

•Signal early when changing lanes
or approaching an intersection,

Jeffrey Sanders
Springfield

Joe Dupont
Field Service Tech
Louisville

Phil Paul
Mechanic/
Winder
Indianapolis

giving other motorists ample warning of your intended direction.
•With so many blind spots on our
vehicles, minimize lane changes

Billy Burge
Motor Tech
Indianapolis

James Penney
Machinist
Springfield

and check your side mirrors often.
Please pay attention and avoid
distractions while driving, it just

Hope McKay
Admin Assistant
Electrical Field Service

Joseph Hardin
Machinist
Thermal Spray

might save a life!
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Imagination
by Walt Boat

Forensic Science
by: Marc Dardeen
When I was about 8 years old,

things, but does not by itself

necting RTD’s that pumps our

Sometimes we get a mangled

my cousin and I would walk

fulfill the need of a person”

Cities sewage (ugh… I know).

piece of steel and after we ana-

a creek looking for stuff. On

(nothing like getting older to

Everyday our Repair Shop and

lyze the damage we can actu-

one excursion, we came upon

stymie a boy’s childhood won-

the Horner Organization keeps

ally recreate an impeller or inlet

about a 4’ diameter cement

der). Fast forward to today, I

that “thing called infrastructure”

cone. There are times we don’t

tunnel, about 10’ long. We pon-

see the wonder of infrastruc-

working and helps to facilitate

have much to work from but over

dered our options and decided

ture being displayed daily in

the movement of water, elec-

the years we have asked our

the best way forward was to try

our Washington Street repair

tricity and so many other items

customers to send us everything

to find a flashlight and continue

shop. Maybe it was the 900HP

vital to our society’s well-being.

they can and in most cases we

our travels through the “tun-

motor that Kris Musgrove was

I dare say there is some young

can fabricate a replacement that

nel”. Little did I know, but what

finishing up that pumps water

8 year old boy, who even

will be a very close replica of the

my cousin and I thought was

to the residents of Indianapolis.

today, is pondering his next

original design. Also, through the

an adventure in waiting, was

Could it be the 125HP motor,

great adventure involving a hill,

initial examination we often can

part of a massive “thing” called

that Amy Davis discussed

a bridge, water and if lucky,

determine the possible cause

infrastructure. Our tunnel was

with our customer, that pumps

his own “tunnel”. Perhaps our

of failure. This pile of scrap

just a way to move water from

chilled water to the Indianapolis

tagline which reads “Powered

metal was transformed and the

one side of a hill to another.

Convention Center cooling our

by Service, Quality and Value”

customer was back in operation

As the years passed, I learned

out of town guests.

can add “and little boy’s imagi-

within 2 weeks. Without having

that “infrastructure was some-

haps it was that 700HP motor

the remains of this catastrophic

thing, which facilitates other

that Zach Hanger was con-

Or per-

nations”.

failure the customer would have
needed to contact the original fan
manufacturer and after waiting 10

Horner Semi Gets New Sentimental Paint Job

to 12 weeks they might have the
replacement parts.
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Gearbox
Opportunities
Abound by: Mike
Harper

New Operations
Manager In Terre
Haute

The Springfield OH division

move of manufacturing to other

are few shops dedicated to

was blessed with three plas-

countries and to the global-

gearbox repair, creating oppor-

tic extruder gearbox jobs, in

ization of motor manufactur-

tunity for us. The plastic extru-

September. Two were repair

ing, resulting in NEMA motors

sion market is expanding and

Kent Seavers has been hired

jobs and one was a new

under 100 HP becoming a

there are many gearboxes like

as the Terre Haute Operations

replacement gearbox. Kudos

commodity item.

these pictured, in every plastic

Manager. He comes to Horner

to our Sales and Marketing

Regardless of the reasons, we

manufacturing facility across

with 40 years of motor repair

Team

successful

do know that there are many

our trading area.

experience. Kent was born and

sales efforts resulting in more

motor repair shops but there

for

their

by: Laura Russell

raised in Evansville Indiana and

mechanical opportunities for

attended North High School.

Horner.

After high school he attained an

Over the past 30 years, we

Associate Degree at Ivy Tech in

have

Evansville. While in school he

seen

a

substantial

increase in mechanical repair

worked nights repairing motors

work., compared to electrical

at a local shop. After ten years

motor repair work. There are

in Evansville Kent moved to

many contributing factors – the

Marion Illinois and served as
a shop foreman for 27 yrs. He

Denny Hall - Already Missed

then served as Technical Expert
for almost 4 yrs.

by: Terry Thorne

In 1990 Kent married Alice
Chase of Marion Illinois. They
have two sons. Sean, 23, is
studying Music and History at
Murray State University and

On

July

29

the

Horner

Connor, 20, is studying Math

served for many years.

Industrial Sales Department

In fact Denny was so respect-

and Management Team helped

ed by his customer base that a

Denny Hall transition into a

couple of his customers drove

new chapter of his life as he

2 hours one way to attend

joins the ranks of the retired.

his retirement party. He was a

Denny will be missed not only

member of the Horner family

by his co-workers at Horner

for 14 years!

Industrial but by his loyal cus-

He will spend his time traveling

tomer base whom he digilently

and spoiling his grandkids.

and Engineering at Southern
Illinois University. The family
lives at the Lake of Egypt south
of Marion IL and enjoy fishing,
boating and swimming.
The Terre Haute shop and the
Horner organization is excited
to have Kent as a member of
our team.
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Thanks For The
Last 50 Years!
by: Mike Harper

What I Learned
From Don Morris
by: Ralph Coonce
Something I learned from Don
Morris when I was working for
him in the transformer department, was a silly little “saying”. It may sound very silly at
first, but if you let it “soak in a
little”, it really has an incredible
amount of wisdom behind it.
Don taught me that “A minute
of lookin’ saves a hour of workin’.” Silly sounding? What it
is pointing you to is that if you
examine the equipment, and
prepare a plan, prepare the
tools and whatever else you
may need, you can save a lot
more time than it took to make
the plan.
Silly sounding, incredibly
insightful, and wisdom beyond
it’s simplicity. I have remembered that little limerick, and I
hold the truth that it has close
to nearly everything I do. I
have repeated it to others
many times, and it still serves
me well in the organization and
planning of jobs. Thank you Mr.
Morris!

I first met Don Morris in 1985,

volts to 480 volts. The trans-

for an overtime price and deliv-

when I spent a year in training,

former room was full of white

ery. We called Don Morris with

working with the Indianapolis

shirt and tie executives wring-

the transformer specs and he

field service crew for Scherer

ing their hands so I asked

was able to quote the job,

Electric. I enjoyed Don’s quick

Mark Russell, the sales rep for

off the top of his head. Our

wit and sarcastic humor so we

Whirlpool, to keep them off my

verbal quote was $25,000 to

hit it off quite well. It was also

back so I could test the trans-

convert it from a 1500 KVA

very apparent that Don is the

former without answering the

aluminum conductor to a 2000

master of transformer repair.

same questions and concerns,

KVA copper transformer, with

After the field service depart-

over and over.

a 3 week delivery. Thanks to

ment at the Springfield division

As I was performing my test-

Don’s extensive knowledge

took off, Don became my go-to

ing, it was evident that the

base and quick response, we

consultant whenever I got knee

transformer was a dead horse.

beat out Westinghouse and

deep in a transformer trouble-

The center coil was shorted

won the job!

shooting job.

so it would require removal

The local power company

As fate would have it, one

and rewinding. At this point,

installed 3 single phase tempo-

day back in the 80’s Whirlpool

a Westinghouse field service

rary transformers on the roof-

Corporation called with an

tech arrived on the scene.

top of Whirlpool so they could

emergency service call for a

Being the sales pro that he

continue dryer production as

failed transformer. It should be

is, Mark worked himself into a

we upgraded their transformer.

noted that this plant produced

conversation with the competi-

This job was just one example

11,000 clothes dryers per day,

tion and the customer. The

of the many times throughout

at that time.

Westinghouse

stated

the years that Don has sup-

the

that he could get a truck on

ported us and our customers.

jobsite,we were informed that

the road to pick-up the failed

Thank you Don for all you have

1500 employees had been

transformer. Mark countered

done over the last 50 years, to

sent home due to the failure

with the statement that we

move our business forward.

of the primary 1500 KVA step-

already had a truck on the

down transformer from 4160

way. The customer asked us

When

we

arrived

at

tech

The Transformer King - Don Morris

by: Todd Cochran

Don is the Transformer King

he’s forgotten more than the

sider Don a friend more than a

and nobody knows more about

rest of us will ever be able to

coworker.

them than he does. He’s always

learn. He’s an all-around nice

willing to share his knowledge

guy and I’ve always enjoyed

with us “young folks” In fact,

my interactions with him. I con-
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Spotlight On A Horner Icon: Don Morris, Mr. Transformer
By: Bill Fleming

as the “can do” people. No project was

in the transformer department, will tell

Don Morris, “Mr. Transformer of the

turned down, no job was left unsolved.

you they are far better for having worked

Midwest”, is an icon in the transformer

I worked for Don in the transformer

with Don.

repair industry.

Department in 1974 and was the third

For

right click on your computer mouse—He

person hired in that dept.

I thought I

ber Readers Digest magazine, there

opens up a whole new world.

knew it all. Through Don’s compassion,

was a monthly section titled “My Most

Knowing Don for over 45 years has been

training and mentoring I quickly realized

Unforgettable Character”

one of my most rewarding experiences.

I knew nothing. To this day, as I talk with

would write in and tell stories of their most

Over the years Don built our transformer

Don, I am still amazed at his knowledge.

unforgettable character.

department to one of the most recognized

I often speak with customers who have

His world has been transformers, the

and revered departments in the Midwest.

dealt with Don for years and I am in awe

people and lessons taught, the fun and

Don’s knowledge and passion for his

of the respect and feelings they have for

desire to work for such an “Unforgettable

customers and employees became rec-

his knowledge, understanding and com-

Character.”

ognized through out the industry and

passion

resulted in a three shift operation known

Through out the years, those who worked

By: Craig Hallett

it and sent it back to the customer. The

made a substanial amount of money from

There’s one story I will always tell about

customer called later and said “get out

this on-going repair business for years

Don Morris probably the rest of my life.

here, we need to talk”. After my visit with

to come. We had a team of people that

It goes something like this………..one

our customer and a good scolding from

did nothing but build these coils all day,

of our customers sent us some induc-

this guy, I told Don we had no business

every day.

tion heating coils for rework many years

doing this kind of repair work. Don didn’t

The bottom line here is Don saw some-

ago. These coils heat treated the crank

even acknowledge that I’d said that. He

thing in me and trusted me. Something

journals on the 6.0 Powerstoke Diesel

asked me how long it would take to make

that I didn’t even see in myself at the

engine. I think we still have one or two

the coil from scratch. I had no clue. So he

time. Who would let a guy tinker for a

of those in our parking lot. Don gave me

told me to go to the machine shop and

month on a gut feeling? Don Morris.

the task of repairing these coils. I didn’t

don’t come back until I had some kind

Don, You are much more than a Manager

even know what I was looking at. I knew

of plan. I probably sat back there for a

or a Supervisor. You are a very wise and

it was made from copper tubing and

month tinkering. I came back with a coil

respected man.

core iron and that’s about it. I tried to fix

that worked. The long and short of it is we

Don Morris is like a

those

old

enough

to

remem-

Subscribers
Don is mine.
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The Big Move
by: Alan Horner

Our Machining Services Operation has

point, that our decision to move was the

the appropriate places and we are out of

moved from our Bluff Road facility to

best thing we could have done.

room already so there is still a great deal

the Fan & Fabrication facility at 2045 E.

We decided to call a meeting with the

of work to be done before things are run-

Washington Street. A new building owner

entire team that was going to be involved

ning smooth. We are presently in an active

took over at Bluff Road, we were facing a

with the move to set our game plan in

search for a new warehouse that will allow

significant increase in rent for the space or

motion. During that meeting, I asked if

us to move the Toshiba warehouse out of

leave, so we made the decision to move

there was any way that we could complete

the 2045 building to a different location.

out of Bluff Road. We all knew that this

this move in 30 days. I wish you could

Along with the Toshiba motors, we will also

was going to be a huge undertaking and

have seen the look on the faces of those

be consolidating all of our customer owned

that it would probably be a three month

folks!! I know they thought I had lost my

inventory storage and Horner storage into

process to complete. Knowing what the

mind! As I explained what had happened

the same location. This will help us elimi-

additional 90 days was going to cost us,

with our negotiations with the landlord

nate having storage buildings all over

we felt it was necessary to sit down with

it became obvious to them as well that

town and bring it all under one roof. We

all parties involved to ensure that the move

we were needing to get out sooner than

are hoping to have that done within 60-90

could happen in the time frame needed

later. After a fairly short discussion, it was

days. We have located a facility and are

and that there was sufficient space to

decided that we would pull out all the stops

negotiating with them now so hopefully the

make all of this work with the consolida-

to make this happen. The rest is history

space issue at 2045 will be relieved both

tion of two businesses into one facility.

and we completed the move with a little

for Horner Fan and Machining Services.

We knew that the two businesses shared

more than a week left over so the move

I will close by saying that when things like

work all the time between each other and

took place in a three week time span. I

this happen and we pulled off this near

it made perfect sense to have them in the

can honestly say that I do not know how

impossible move in record time, it reinforc-

same facility.

all of that took place in the time line we

es my feelings about all of the employees

The management teams from Horner Fan

set. It would not have happened without

at Horner and how they can pull together

and Machining Services met many times

the tremendous amount of hard work by all

and accomplish anything we have asked.

to discuss whether this could work and it

parties involved with this move. For that, I

For that, I am very proud of this achieve-

was decided that we were going to move

want to personally say thank you to every

ment but most importantly I am proud

forward with the move. Our original intent

single person that played a part in making

and honored to have such a great team

was to be aggressive and attempt to

this happen the way that it did.

of dedicated people that makes Horner

complete the move in 60 days which we

I know this caused a lot of stress with all

Industrial who they are. We are nothing

knew was going to be difficult at best. By

those involved as we had to continue to

without our employees and this goes to

now, our negotiations with the new land-

service all of the customers during this

show how when people pull together for a

lord were not going well and the pricing

move and I can say that I did not hear

common goal, great things happen. Thank

just kept going up and more and more

any complaints about customer deadlines

you all for whatever part you played in

demands were being made by the new

not being met. That truly is a miracle! We

making this move possible!

owner. It was very obvious to us, at this

are still trying to get things put away in
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Where In The World Is
Horner Machining Services?
by: Wendy DeFabis

Navigating through the Horner Industrial

guide below.

317-791-1597

Service locations can prove to be chal-

HMS in Vantage:

The one constant thing throughout this

lenging especially when searching for

Our part numbers end in WEST

organizational move – Same Old People.

the Horner Machining Services loca-

Our production code is West St Repair

tion. Our recent move equals our third

Our Location is Horner Machining

machining location since the installation

Services

of the Vantage system. While former

HMS on our Transportation document:

company names have finally gone by the

We are still listed as BLUFF

ways side; locating our group physically,

HMS Physical Location:

within Vantage and by phone can feel like

We are inside the Horner Fan &

searching for Waldo or playing a memory

Fabrication

game. You can find us in various places

Washington Street

and listed by multiple identifiers so I have

HMS phone number:

put together a quick “How to find HMS”

We can still be reached directly by calling

building

at

2045

East
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ONE PART
RAFFLE, TWO
PARTS BAKE SALE:
ALL HOPE

Yearly Outage

Horner APG

by: Collin Mann
The leaves are beginning to change
and the temperature is dropping.
Another year has come and almost
gone. It’s the perfect time of year
for another big shutdown at a corn
processing plant in Lafayette.
The corn processing company
began in the mid 1800’s in Europe
specializing in sweetening products.
Horner has been invited for quite
some time to help out with the
annual shutdown at the Lafayette
South plant. Horner’s responsibility
is to clean and service the switchgear that provides power to all the
plants machines. All breakers are
removed, cleaned, repaired and
tested. The job is always run by Jim
Howson and the Electrical field service team. This year Jim was able
to put together a team of almost 60
people, most of them being employees of Horner. The EFS team was
joined by people from almost every
branch of Horner Industrial. Jim and
his guys did an excellent job preparing and executing our part of this
shutdown. We look forward to doing
it again next year.

There are many ways to

“Team Strange Hope” raised

loves them (often those with

approach a difficult situation,

$3,844.52, placing them in sec-

whom we work).

especially when that instance

ond place among 12 teams

3.

is in memoriam to a loved

total. Through the bake sale

rently has no cure, the willing-

one who lost their battle with

and raffle alone, Horner APG

ness to come together to fight

cancer. For Tiffany Strange,

raised $777.46 – beating the

it and support those it affects

Horner APG, she’s sticking it

previous bake sale by almost

also knows no bounds.

to cancer by giving it to can-

$200.

Thanks to the efforts of every-

cer. Tiffany has given count-

Tiffany is astounded at how

one at Horner APG, Tiffany,

less hours of her time, energy,

the team at Horner APG came

and “Team Strange Hope,”

tears, and money to helping

together to pull off this event.

The American Cancer Society

find a cure for this often-times

Almost everyone in the produc-

gained $3,844.52 toward find-

very personal disease. But

tion team played an important

ing a cure. Tiffany is thankful

she’s not alone – for the past

role in making this bake sale/

for the time she had with her

couple years, the entire team

raffle a success. Over 200 raffle

mother-in-law, and grateful for

at APG has helped her show

tickets were sold, three Horner

the efforts and generosity of

cancer who’s the boss.

vendors (Arrow, AVNET, and

everyone at Horner APG for

For the second year, Tiffany

Future) donated items (includ-

giving to such a meaningful,

hosted a bake sale and raffle

ing a weekend stay at a bed

heartfelt cause, and helping

to raise money as part of Relay

and breakfast), countless team

Kathy’s spirit live on through

for Life through “Team Strange

members donated goods for

kindness, passion, and hope.

Hope” for the American Cancer

the sale/raffle, and all proceeds

Society. A few years ago,

directly benefited the American

Tiffany’s mother-in-law, Kathy,

Cancer Society.

lost her battle to Pancreatic

This now annual event for

cancer. Having been her care-

“Team Strange Hope” puts a

taker during these life-chang-

lot of things in perspective:

ing moments, Tiffany knew she

1.

had to take a stand and give

way to go in the battle to com-

in honor of her lost mother-

bating and defeating this ter-

in-law. Tiffany, her sister, a

ribly powerful disease.

cousin, and Horner’s own John

2.

Shutz make up “Team Strange

or who are currently facing

Hope” and participated in the

this fight are not forgotten, but

American Cancer Society’s

strengthened by the kindness

Relay for Life. This year,

and spirit of everyone who

Although cancer cur-

We still have a long

Those we have lost
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Growing
by: Jason Brown, Thermal
Spray

Congrats To Collin
Mann! Vibration
Analyst Level 1

Over here in the Thermal Spray

translated his experience as a

repeat jobs is crucial. We are see-

division, it’s looking like springtime,

welder into becoming an excel-

ing work coming back in from cus-

even as we settle into autumn.

lent sprayer, increasing our output

tomers who are pleased with the

New growth is rising up like the

capabilities significantly.

improved lifetime and reliability of

Congrats to Collin Mann on his

shoots of seeds planted long ago.

We’ve been improving our equip-

their parts after our work. Many

acheivement of becoming a Level 1

The benefits of previous efforts

ment over time, adding flexibility

times we’ve been fortunate enough

Vibration Analyst.

bringing continued development

and increasing the bounds of what

to get new parts sent in to be hard-

Category I Vibration Analysts are

and opportunities.

kinds of parts we can handle. We

coated before installation, allowing

qualified to perform a range of

We’ve welcomed new members.

now have a longer traverse for

the customer to save significant

single channel machinery vibration

Stan Moore from the former Bluff

large spray jobs, and the technol-

resources on later maintenance

condition monitoring and diagnostic

Road facility joined us on second

ogy is always improving, thanks to

and repair, while still sending us

activities including data acquisition

shift, and Marc Woods is working

the folks over at APG. Our spray

business, a solid win-win.

on predetermined routes, machine

with us on that shift as well. Joe

lathes are becoming more reliable

New growth and changes certainly

steady state testing to predefined

Hardin has joined first shift as a

and better suited to our needs,

keep things lively, but a core of

procedures, and comparison of

machinist. An outside hire, Joe is

thanks in part to Horner electri-

repeat work and familiar jobs tem-

readings against pre-established

someone many of us have worked

cians setting us up with the crucial

pers that with reliability and famil-

alert settings. The Vibration

with before and were glad to see

drives and hookups.

iarity. It’s always nice to have a

Institute vibration analyst certifica-

again.

While new jobs are an important

little springtime at hand as we head

tion program is the benchmark of

Our spray technician capabilities

part of continuing and improving

into the long, dark winter months

the industry and recognized as one

are expanding. Steve Norris has

business, retaining customers and

ahead.

of the highest standards of industry
knowledge and competence among

Brain Teaser

professionals in the field.

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

A lilypad doubles in size
each day. In 28 days, the
lilypad will cover the entire
pond. Question : In how
many days will the pond
be half covered?

Job Well Done Collin!

Answer to last quarters Brain
Teaser: Take off my skin - I won’t cry, but
you will! What am I?
A: An onion

Last quarters winners:
1st $50 Giftcard: Chris Skinner, Springfield

Three days to give me your answer. The

2nd $25 Giftcard: Tonda Madden, Indy

right answers will go into a drawing for

3rd Horner Goodie Bag: Joe Nicolaci,

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

Cincinnati

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for

4th Horner Goodie Bag: Sierra Stanley,

all locations to recieve before drawing.

Fan & Fab

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Katie
LawrenceSandlin (Inside Sales
Indy) got
married!

National Clown
Day at the Indy
office

HORNER INSIDER

Josh
Work (Fan
and Fab)
bicycling to
Bloomington

Katie Chamberlain, on left
(inside sales Indy) Last
day, On to Nursing School

ISSUE 10

How many APG engineers does it take to
change a lightbulb?

Gary Anderson’s (field service Indy) new
granddaughter

Denny Hall
(Sales) new
grandson Jackson Colt
6 lb 11oz

Josh
TenEyck
(field service
Indy) cleaning switchgear

Denise Wilson’s (Indy)
son Dalton
ready for Football

Marc Dardeen’s (Fan and Fab) Grandson just returned from a 10 month deployment in Afghanistan and this is the
first time he has seen his son. Mitchell,
his wife Adria, and son Carson live on
base in Colorado Springs, CO.

Marc Wood’s (Machinst, Indy) son
Casey Woods in Iraq

FALL 2016

Mike Harper’s wife
(Springfield) Joyce
Harper with Mike’s grandmother, Hazel Harper.
Hazel turned 105 years
old on October 11th

Bob Swaim’s
(IT) new
grandaughter

Horner Employees In Action

How Terre
Haute
Dismantles!

